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The objective of our research paper is to study the
convenience store business in Hong Kong with focus on three
aspects:
(1) Catchment area---the geographical distribution of
the customers. How far away are those customers coming
from? is our question in this part.
(2) Customers profile--- the characteristics of the
customers. Who are those customers? and Why do they shop
at the convenience stores? are the questions to be answered
in this part.
(3) Comparative strength--- In this part, we try to
answer the question: Why do people shop at convenience
stores and not supermarket and other retail stores?
Our paper consists or nine cnapcers. The first Chapter
is the introduction, followed by a discussion of the
methodology of the paper, together with a discussion on the
related literatures and studies. The following six chapters
will discuss the finding.s we got from the field survey---
the catchment area, customers profile and comparative
strength. Finally, we will have a conclusion to this paper.
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The "convenience store" is a relatively new concept to
Hong Kong. 7-Eleven, the most familiar name to us, was only
born in 1946 in the United States. The name was born when
all the stores in the chain agreed to open seven days a week
between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 11:00 p.m. Today, there
are 11,500 7-Eleven stores operating in 11 countries.
7-.Eleven came to Hong Kong in 1980, when Jardines signed a
perpetual licence agreement with Sutherland Corporation of
the United States.
A relatively new convenience store chain to Hong Kong
is the Circle-K chain, which is now the second largest
convenience store operator in the US. It is now operating
about 2,500 stores internationally. Circle-K entered Hong
Kong in 1985, when three partners--- the Li and Fung Group
(Hong Kong), Uny (Japan) and Circle-K Corporation
(US)---formed a joint venture on the operation. On the joint
venture, Li and Fung owes 50% of the shares, while the
remaining two owes 25% each.
2As the 7-Eleven has announced that it will open-not
less than 500 stores in Hong Kong, and the Circle-K also
expects to open 50 stores by 1988, it can be anticipated
that the competition in the convenience store business in
Hong Kong will be very keen.
Since the "convenience store" concept is a new one to
Hong Kong, it is necessary to have a brief discussion on the
question "what is 'convenience'?" It is quite true to say
that convenience stores are not the same as supermarkets.
Very few people come to the convenience stores for their
total need. Instead they come for top-ups and purchase the
forgotten items. Some also come for the perishables that
need to be brought daily, e.g. milk, egg and bread. They
expect that convenience stores can save them the walk, the
trouble and the time it takes to-visit the supermarket.
What described above is our general impression on this
new business in Hong Kong. However we believe that, in terms
of a scientific knowledge, general impression is not enough.
Therefore, we hope we can take a further step to understand
this business.
The objective of our research paper is to study these
new phenomena. The focus of our research paper will be on
three aspects:
3(1) Catchment area---the geographical distribution of
the customers. The convenience stores business is different
from the supermarkets in the snese that what the
convenience stores sell are, apart from the merchandise, the
"convenience" attached to the merchancise. "Convenience" may
mean different things to different people. However, the
distinctive feature of the convenience store business is
that -it attracts only those passing customers or those
residents living very close to the stores. "How far away are
those customers coming from?" is our question in this part.
(2) Customers profile--- the characteristics of the
customers. It is commonly believed that those shopping at
the supermarkets are the housewives who buy things in a
bulk. It is also believed that those buying at the
convenience stores are those who have little time for
shopping or just coming for topping-up one or two items.
"Who are those customers?" and "Why do they shop at the
convenience stores?" are the questions to be answered in
this part.
(3) Comparative strength--- as mentioned above, people
come to convenience stores with a prupose different from
those who go to the supermarkets. Moreover, as a new type of
store business, convenience stores have much comparative
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strength over the traditional type of corner shops. In this
part, we try to answer the question: "Why do people shop at
convenience stores and not supermarket and other retail
stores?"
Therefore, we can say that our research paper is
exploratory in nature. The questions we try to answer ---the
catchment area, customers profile and comparative
strength--- cannot be found in a standard textbook. Although
there are many studies in the USA and Britain on these
areas, they cannot answer our questions completely for two
reasons:
(1) these studies are mostly studies for supermarkets
and very few studies were concentrated on convenience
stores
(2) business secrecy---there may be some studies on
convenience stores business by the leading convenience store
corporations, but they are not available to the public.
Moreover, as there are very few similar studies on
convenience stores business in Hong Kong, we have to start
our study by borrowing some alien concepts from other texts
and studies on subjects of the USA and Britain. Most of our
data have to be collected from a field survey (see the
methodology section).
5Our paper consist of seven parts. The next chapter
will be discussing the methodology of the paper, together
with a discussion on the related literature and studies.
The following six chapters will discuss the findings we got
from the field survey--- the catchment area, customers
profile and comparative strength. Finally, we will have a
conclusion to this paper.
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CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY AND LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Background Information Gathering
As concept of convenience store was first introduced by
the 7-11 division of Jardine in the early 1980s, general
information such as marketing segmentation, business
pratices, customer need, strategy formulation. etc. were
obtained from Jardine's publication and an interview with
the authority of 7-11 Convenience Stores (7-11) and Circle-K
- the only two chains of convenience stores in Hong Kong.
More than that, several interviews were held with the
authority of the chosen convenience store to identify their
problems.
Last but not least, we did literature review to find
out the variables we had to study in order to solve the
problems listed by the authority of the store (Chapter I)
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2.2 Scope of the study
In Hong Kong there is little previous research done on
the questions mentioned in Chapter I, since the convenience
store industry is newly established. So our study is maninly
an exploratory one.
2.3 Variables to be studied
2.3.1. Competition
There are many variables affecting the competitive
strength of a retail store, like location characteristics,
merchandise, and apprasial of store personnel (Kornblau,
p.140). However, at this stage we were still not certain
which variables were applicable to the convenience stores in
Hong Kong. We left this burden to the customers of the store
:they were asked to compare the store with other
supermarkets and 7-11, and then listed its competitive
strengths and weaknesses.
2.3.2. Trade/Catchment area
Both Davies. (Davies & Rogers, p.340) and kornbla
(Kornblau, p.215) had given definition of trade area whicl
we could adopt:
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Primary trade area =core area which is closest to
the store, has the highest
ratio of customers to
population- brings the store
about 60 percent of its
neighbourhood. customers.
Secondary trade area =the area adjoining the primary
trade area, with the next
highest ratio of customers to
population,from which the
store gets about 20% percent
of its customers.
Tertiary trade area= remaining portion of the
store's trade.
The customers were asked to specify the place they
lived (e.g. name of the building). A customer spotting map
was then prepared and the respective trade area was
determined.
2.3.3. Customers profile
The variables to be studied were: monetary amount and
9
type of goods purchased, destination, visiting frequency,
reasons for shopping at the store, occupation, age and
income category, sex, and time when transaction occurred.
2.4 Schedule of field study




Nov. 21, 1985Pilot study
Nov. 25, 1985Field study (7am-3pm)
Nov. 29, 1985Field study (3pm-11pm)
Dec. 2, 1985Field study (7am-3pm)
Dec. 5, 1985Field study (3pm-11pm)
Dec. 7, 1985Field study (3pm-11pm
Dec. 17,1985Field study (7am-3pm)
Samples for each time segment were collected in three





From our discussion with the store management, we
selected the store in Hong Kong island because it had been
operating for 3 months by the day of study, and the sales
figure showed a steady but continous growth.
2.5.2. Sample size
By formula, the sample size in surveying a parameter of
mean x and standard error Sx can be determined by
S= s/ (n-1)1/2...(1)
where s= standard deviation of sample
From the sales record of the store, we knew that the
standard deviation (s) of the sales tickets was about 3.6,
and we thought that this standard deviation should be more
or less applicable to the other attributes of the customers.
So we used it-as the s in determining sample size.
In considering the small amount of the sales tickets,
we expect a $0.5 interval to be reasonable, and we wanted
to be 957 confident that the interval is valid. Thus




=the sample size required
2.5.3. Sampling method
The study was confined to the period of lam to 11pm
when most transactions occurred, although the store is 24
hours operating. Sales records of weekdays were obtained
from the Accounting Department.
Number of transactions for each time segment (e.g.
7am-8am) for 3 consecutive days were marked down. Average
number of transactions for each specific time segment was
then calculated.
The sample size of 200 was then allocated as follows:
sample size of each time segment
200average no. of transactions for the time segment
average no. of transactions tor the periou iaU JJ U1
12







(Total did not add up to 200 because of rounding)
This was in effect a quota sampling method: The
interviewer had to complete a quota of interviews within the
specific time segment.
2. 6 Pilot study
It was carried out in a week day. About 50 customers
were interviewed with a tentative questionnaire. After then,
the questionnaire was amended and finalished as attached
(Appendix I).
2.7 Questionnaire
Questions number 6,7,and 8 were designed to explore the
competitive strength of the store. Question number 3 was
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designed to study the trade/catchment area of individual
store. The remaining questions were designed to study the
customers profile of individual store.
2.7.1. Questions on customers profile
Question 1: the customer was asked to report the exact
amount they purchased after the transaction had been
completed.
Question 2: To find out whether the customer was a
neighbourhood customer (working, studying, or living nearby)
or a passing customer.
Question 4: To find out whether the customer was a
repeated customer or not. Answers from repeated customers
are of course more valuable.
Question 5: the reason why the customer did not shop
at the other retail stores like the store of another chain,
fast-food restaurants, and MaMa PaPa shops. The store's
uniqueness in attracting customers can then be deduced.
Question 9: The customer's status.
Question 10: rne customer was asked to point out on a
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card the age category he/she belonged to. As the customer,
did not need to tell his/her exact age, a high response rate
was expected.
Question 11: The customer was asked to point out on a
card the household income his/her family belonged to.
(For questions 10 and 11, we prepared 2 set of cards in
different order of age/income so as to avoid unidirectional
bias)
Question 12: The sex of the customer was recorded
down.
Question 13: Time when transaction occurred on an
hourly basis.
Question 14: The interviewer determined by eye the
type of goods purchased by the customer.
2.7.2. Questions on competitive strength
Question 6: The customers were asked if they had the
experience of shopping at supermarkets and then requested to
compare supermarkets with the store to list one stong point
and one weak point of supermarkets.
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Questions 7 and 8: Evaluation on the store.
2.7.3. Question on Catchment area
Question 3: If the customers said that they were
living/working/studying nearby, they would be asked to
report the building/number of street they located. However,
exact address was not required.
2.8 Field study (Data collection procedure)
The field studies were completed according to schedule.
Customers, after finishing their transactions, were
interviewed face to face by the interviewers.
2.9 Data analysis method
The BMDP statistics package provided by the Computer
Centre of C.U.H.K. was used to analyse the data obtained:
Descriptive statistics were worked out to get the
'outlook' of the data.
Cross-tabulations (e.g. sale by sex) were constructe
16
Lo uraw OUL Lne reiaLionsnlp oeLween Lne variaules.
Catchment area was determined by the following method:
i) Got a detailed district map of the region where the
store was located.
ii) identified the exact location of the store. Used
the site as center and drew concentric circles of radii (by
scale) 50m, 100m etc., and labelled each circle as
0,1,2,3... The lengths of the:radius were arbitary distance.
In theory' we should construct circles of as small radii as
possible, but as limited by time and resources, we found
that increment of 50m was acceptable.
iii) Found out the buildings, schools, etc.* fell within
respective circle.
iv) Spotting/coding. Example: if a customer lived in a
building which fell within circle 0, his answer for question
number 3 should be coded 0.






From the survey, it was seen that the mode of the
purchaser amount was in the range $2.1-4.0 (29%), next is
$4.1-6.0 (22%). The remaining categories have a more or
less equal frequency (16-17%).The average ticket was $6.55.
Although we do not have figures on the average ticket
of the supermarkets in Hong Kong, we believe that the
average ticket for the convenience stores is lower. Usually
the customer at the convenience store bought a cup of drink
and some fast food. This contrasts with the customer of
supermarkets, who usually buy goods at bulk. Therefore, it
is thought that the buying behaviour of customers at
convenience stores is quite different from that of
supermarkets.
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3.2 Type of Food
Generally speaking, items at a convenience store can be
divided into 4 types: food, non-food, fast-food and others.
Food is defined as items that can be taken by human.
They include tinned-food, frozen-food, wine, soft drinks,
medicine, etc. Non-food are those which cannot be taken or
eaten, e.g. pen, househod utensils, tissue, etc. Fast-food
can be defined as those which are bought and consumed inside
the store. They include ice-cream, dim-sum, Japanese
fast-food, soft-drink (in cup), etc. A hard and fast rule to
distinguish food and fast-food is by the location and shelf
on which the goods are placed. Therefore, even when a food
item, e.g. cake, is bought and consumed inside the store, we
classified it as food and not fast-food.
When a customer buys a mix of different types of items,
we define the type of food purchased by the major category
of food. In other words, we observed the mix that the
customer bought, and estimated (by total amount in price)
the major category. Therefore, when a customer bought, say,
$10 of food and $2 of fast-food, we defined the type of
goods purchased as "food".
Inevitably, there were some cases where the mix was not
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clear. However, we believe that the rate of error is very
low.
From the survey, we found that over half (57%) of the
customers were food-purchasers, while 38% were fast-food
purchasers. This reflected that the customers mix of the
convenience store is quite different from the supermarket in
that a large portion were fast-food pruchasers. This also
diff.erentiated the market segment of convenience store from
fast-food shops because over half of the customers were
food-purchasers.
3.3 Destination
By destination, we mean the reason that the customers
come into the trading area of the store. They may come to
the area because they live there, go to school, work there
or just passing-by.
The distribution of the customers mainly depends on the
nature of the trade area---whether it is a commercial or
residential zone.
Under the conditions of our selected store, the major
portion of the customer was going to work (3970), another
2570 were home-sided, 21% were passing, 13% were going to
20
school.
. Hence, the trade area of the store is a mix of
commerce, residence and schools. Also, since the location of
the store is where the traffic is heavy and convenient, a
high level of passing customers is also expected.
While the selection of store location has. determined
the ratio of different types of customers, it is also true
to say that the types of customers desired also had impact
on the site selection strategy. If the desired target
customers of the stores are residents, then they should aim
at the residential zone.
3.4 Frequency
Frequency is defined as the number of store visits per
week. The answers to this question can be broadly divided
into three types: first time visitor, regular customers,
and those who are not regular. To a convenience store, the
higher the rate of regular customers the better.
Of course, among the categories of regular customer,
there are different levels of regular visit: they vary from
visiting once a day to once a week.
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We first group the customers into the following
categories: the first-time visitors, regular customers
(or repeated customers) and irregular customers. The
rate of regular customers equalled 6070, while that of first
time visitors and irregular customers amounted to 14% and
2470 respectively.
If the strategy of the store is a pool (i.e.
dependent on the residents, students and workers) rather
than a flow (i.e. dependent on the passing customers)
concept, the rate of the repeated customers can be one of
the indicators of the the performance of the store.
3.5 Status
By status, we mean the functional status: workers,
students, housewives, etc. This factor is important to a
convenience store in defining its market segment and
designing its marketing plan. Of course, the component of
customer is primarily determined by the store location.
According to the survey, about 70% of the customers are
working, 25% are students, only 4% are housewives.
This finding further gives us hint on the ditterence or
market segment between convenience stores and supermarket.
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For supermarkets, it is believed that a higher rate'of
customers are housewives.
In addition to the finding that there were about 25%
home-sided customer (see the section on Destination), we
can conclude that the business of the store was not totally
dependent on households living nearby. In other words, thes
is not a neighbourhood business in the sense that it is
also dependent on the passing customers and those coming to
the area to work or.school.
3.6 Age
Age is another important factor of market segmentation.
As revealed by the survey, the customers of the convenience
store were predominantly young. Nearly 70% of them were
under 30 year old.
The reasons of this phenomenona are threefold. First of
all, those customers who are going to work are mainly the
younger population of Hong Kong. Secondly, convenience stor(
is basically a new concept new to Hong Kong. Young peopl(
are more susceptible to new concept than the older
generation and therefore visit the store more frequently.
ThirdLy, young people are more willing to respond to the
interview than the elder. These 3 factors result in a higher
23
rate of responses from the young customers.
The store actually can do a further product analysis to
see whether the products which are more appealing to the
young customers has a higher turnover rate.
3.7 Income
By income, we mean the household and not the personal
income. This factor, again, is very much dependent on the
trade area of the store. Household income is selected
because there were many customers who do not have personal
income, e.g. students. Also, household income is comparable
with the Government Census. One shortcoming of using
household income is that, buying habit is basically a
personal behaviour, and to some extent is determined by
personal income. However, one may also argue that household
income also plays a part in determining personal buying
habit.
From the survey, we find that about 50% of the
customers had a household monthly income of $6,000 or above.
Since the latest Government Census was only in 1981, no
direct comparison could be made.
3.8 Sex
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It is interesting to find out that the customers of the
store are predominantly male (about 70%). This finding
concurs with the belief that a fast service is an element of
the concenience store because people come to the convenience
stores just for 1 to 2 items or to top up. Hence, their need
in coming to the conveniece store is not like those going to
the supermarket. Naturally, these customers are mainly male.
That may be one of the reasons why price is not a
very important dertermining factor to the store business
the store can have a slightly higher mark-up than
supermarkets.
3.9 Time
The convenience store in Hong-Kong opens 24-hour and
this is a different feature with the traditional type of
ma-pa shops (corner shops). Due to various constraints, we
could not take a 24-hour sample. Alternatively, we look a
sample for 16 hours from 7:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. Then we set
our proportionate sample by the number of transactions on
4-hour period basis: 7:00-10:59, 11:00-14:59, 15:00-18:59,
19:00-22:59.
The distribution of transactions throughout the day
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was obtained trom the store and snowea tnat no signiricanL
difference was found between the four periods. The period
15:00-18:59 was found to have a higher number of
transactions (29%), followed by the 2nd, 3rd and 1st
segment.
3.10 Reasons
Here we wish to find out why the customers guy a c Lne
convenience store and not other types of store. After the
pre-test, we found that the answers of closeness,
passing-by, more variety, goods not available at other
stores, and fast-food were among the most popular ones.
There were a number of difficulties here. First of all,
r_he meaning of the answer given by the customers were not
quite clear. Many customers ciLea GULIVCLL1CLL%.-- （ 方 便
) as the reason they visited the store. However, what
exactly convenience in Chinese means was not clear: it can
mean close, passing or other things. Therefore, we had
to clarify the meaning with the customers during the
interview.
Secondly, the customers might have a number of reasons
for coming to the store. Hence, they might need one item of
good which was available at the convenience store and other
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stores. But the convenience store was close and the
environment was better and hence they bought here. We also
tried to identify the one factor which they regarded as more
important.
Thirdly, some customers were not so clear why they
visited the store. Some were for curiorsity, some were to
have a look. But these answers were not normally given by
them because that might make them look strange. This may
cause some inaccuracy to the survey.
Taking all these factors into consideration, we found
that closeness was the highest rate of response (40%),
followed by passing (30%). Both closeness and passing
can be classified as locational factor.Closeness is a
pool concept of customers in that it is the reason that
attracts the nearby pool of customers in the trade area.
Passing is a flow factor because it is the factor that
attracts the flow customers, and not the pool. Of course,




4.1 Evaluation on the convenience store
4.1.1.The satisfactory point
When we asked the customers the question on the most
satisfactory point in shopping at the store, over one-third
(3670) -of them said no satisfactory point. Among the
others, service (1270), closeness (1270), and fast-food
(10%) were the answers with higher rate of responses.
This finding indicated, firstly, that the customers
were not actually aware of the satisfactory things when they
shopped at the store. As long as they could buy what they
wanted, they were satisfied.
Secondly, some of the factors that impressed them were
service, closeness and fast-food. This singled out the
most important points of a convenience store: the speed, the
location and the product. This product mix of the
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convenience store makes it distinguished from other types of
stores, supermarkets, fast-food shops.
4.1.2. The unsatisfactory point
There were about 75% customers answering no
unsatisfactory point. Other higher responses were price
(37) and variety (3%).
This further verified the argument that as long as the
customers can buy what they want, they would not
dissatisfied.
Only a small portion of them (6%) answerea tnat the
price was too high and variety not enough. This two factors
were not very obvious.
4.2 Comparison with supermarket
4.2.1.Strong point of supermarket
When the customers were asked of this question, about
one third (36%) said no difference, another 35% said
that variety and 22% said that price were the strength
of supermarkets.
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This finding indicated that a large part of customers
still takes convenience store and supermarket as similar.
4.2.2.Weak point of supermarket
Fast food (19%), 24-hour opening (14%) amd
closeness(13%) were the weaknesses of supermarkets the





The primary, secondary, and tertiary catchment areas of











* Primary catchment area of the store (region witnin
which about 60% of neighborhood customers were located.)
** Secondary catchment area of the store kregion WILnln
which-about 20% of neighborhood customers were located.)
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*** Tertiary catchment area of the store (region within
which the remaining portion of customers were located.)
As can be seen, the primary catchment area of the store
was very small. It reflects the importance of site selection
: the sales figure is heavily influenced by the buying habit




NEIGHBORHOOD AND PASSING CUSTOMER (NC AND PC)
Customers were categorised by their destination. Those
answered "going to school", going to work, and going to
home were classified Neighborhood Customer (NC). Those
answered passing-by were classified Passing Customer (PC).
There were 158 NCs and 45 PCs interviewed( the two types of
customers do not add up to 207, the sample size, as some
customers did not fall into these categories).
The difference in percentage of the groups was tested
for significance by the following method:
We rejected Ho if Z was larger than Z0.025=1.96 from
table (95% confident).
6.1 Amount (Average Ticket)
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A much higher percentage of NCs had purchasing amount
greater than $4.00. The possible reasons might be: (a) NCs
were more likely to buy goods home for topping up purposes,
and therefore could take more, while PCs did not want to
take too much because it would be very inconvenient to them.
(b) PCs were more likely to buy fast food items, which were





NCs showed a higher tendency of repeated visit (gave
answers other than 'first time visit'). It was natural





For NCs the primary factor was "closeness" and the
connndarv factore was "passing"; while for PCs the reverse
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was true. This phenomenon was cosistent with our explanation
in 6.2. Also note that the PCs who gave "closeness" as
reason might in fact be living/working nearby, so they





There were more working NCs than working PCs. It might
be due to the fact that the site was surrounded by many
commercial buildings. On the other hand, there were more
student PCs than student NCs. It seems that student who were
on their way to school or back home from school were more
likely to visit the store. We cannot say, however, if the







There was no significant difference between the two
groups.
6.6 Household Income
Household income for the NCs was generally higher. 7870
of NCs had income higher than $4,000 per month, while the
figure was only 7270 for the PCs. It was hypothesized that
PCs were composed of more students, messengers etc. of lower




Predominant proportion of the PCs was male, while the
trace was less significant for NCs. Afterall males were morc




6.8 Type of goods purchased
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A higher proportion of PCs bought fast food. the
convenience store's fast food facility provided them with
fast, convenient, and low price food which could be taken in
a matter of several minutes. Bear in mind that the PCs were




The distribution of PCs was very uneven with 5270 of
them appeared in time segment 3pm-7pm, but only 9% in time
segment 7am-11am. It' was a very serious problem for the
management to solve: 5070 of PCs were fast-food buyer, but
such a low proportion of them visited the store in breakfast
time (7am-11pm). Obviously the store could improve the sales




6.10 Compared with supermarket
6.10.1. No differentiation (could list neither the
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strength nor weakness of supermarket)
More PCs showed no differentiation. It was natural as
PCs were relatively low volume purchaser and would not care





More NCs thought that variety and price were
supermarket's strength. This followed with our explanation
in (1): NCs were more likely to buy things home for topping
up purposes- searching for goods that they usually bought
at supermarkets which had the strengths of having more





Many NCs thought that closeness was Circle-K's
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strength, while none of the PCs mentioned it. Note that'in
answering the question 'why they did not shop at the other
retail strores' many PCs gave closeness as the reason, and
now they did not consider the factor as Circle-K's strength.
Our interpretation is that: the PCs were mostly impulse
buyers and in their view any store (no matter it was a




6.11 Evaluation on the store
6.11.1. No opinion (could list neither satisractory nor
unsatisfactory ooint in shoDDina at the store)
31% of both NCs and PCs had no opinion. This group of
customers' aim was just to. buy the things they needed and no
more. They could be easily satisfied but it was impossible
to build up their loyalty towards the store.
ZPCNCFactor
0317031%no opinion
6.11.2. Most satisfactory point
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More Ncs were satisfied with closeness and fast
food. More PCs were satisfied with cleanliness and
product. These four are the major factors for operating a
convenience store. Also, it seems that different factor






6.11.3. Most unsatisfactory point
There was no significant difference between NCs and
PCs, as over 80% of them could not raise an unsatisfactory
point. However, we cannot say that the store is perfect, the
situation occurred only because the respondents felt




MALE AND FEMALE CUSTOMER (MC AND FC)
Customers were classified by sex. There were 140 MCs
and 67 FCs.
7.1 Amount
The average ticket of the MCs was greater than that of
FCs. Taking $4.0 as a cutting line, a higher% of MCs was
above this line. Although the difference was not great, we




MCs were mainly going to work (40%) and passing (26%).
FCs were mainly going to work (38%) and home (32%). It was
interesting to find that percentage passers-by of MCs was
more than double than that of FCs. Our interpretation is
that those jobs as messengers and salespeople, who need to





3 270 1.57To home 21%
2.582670 12 70Passing
7.3 Frequency
There was no significant difference between MCs and
FCs.
7.4 Reasons
MCs thought that closeness, while FCs thought that
passing was a primary factor. It was contradictory to the
finding in 7.2- more male passers-by. Moreover, FCs were
more likely to be attracted by fast food: a higher
percentage of them listed fast food as the reason they did







There were more working MCs. Interestingly, working
female also constituted 62% of the FC group, and housewife
12%. The small percentage of housewife indicated the store's
limitation in this respect. It might be the consequence of




There was no significant difference between the two
groups.
7.7 Household income
Household income for the FC was generally higher. 8570
of FC had income higher than $4,000 per month, while the
figure was only 72% for the MC. Despite this fact, MC had
higher average ticket. It might be a warning to those
retailers who try to attract high income group customer and
think that they will spend more at their store. Household





7.8 Type of goods purchased
A higher proportion of MCs bought fast food, although
fast food of the store appealled more to FCs. Again we see
that no matter how much attractive factors a store
possesses, it will fail if it loses the crucial factor to
catch firmly the customers. The crucial factor is different
for different type of customer, depending on what the
customers need. In this case most MCs wanted to save time so




There was no significant difference between the two
groups.
7.10 Compared with supermarket
7.10.1. No differentiation
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31% of MCs and 23% of FCs showed no differentiation




More FCs thought that price and variety were their
strength. However, they still shopped at the store and did
not go to supermarkets. We think the females have different
behavior when their aim is different: when their aims is to
buy for their family (e.g. topping up) they will go to
supermarket. When their aim is to buy for themselves,
usually in small amount, price is not an important factor
and they will choose a store that fulfills their requirement





There was no significant difference between the two
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groups.
7.11 Evaluation on the store
7.11.1. No opinion
33% of MC and 32% of FC had no opinion.
ZFCMCFactor
0.14327033%no opinion
7.11.2. Most satisfactory point
More MCs were satisfied with closeness but the trait
was not significant. More FCs were satisfied with fast food.





7.11.3. Most unsatisfactory point




FOOD PURCHASER AND FAST-FOOD PURCHASER (FP AND FFP)
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the two major types of good
purchased were food and fast-food. Therefore, we group the
customers into 2 major groups according to whether they buy
food or fast-food: the food purchasers (FPs) and fast-food
purchasers (FFPs). The reason of classifying them into 2 is
to see whether there are differences in their buying
behaviour. There were 116 FPs and 80 FFPs.
8.1 Destination
Fast-food purchasers (FFP) comprised mainly of those
going to work and passing customers (3770 and 2870
respectively). Food-purchasers (FP) were mainly those going







This finding is determined by the location of the
store. There were high rate of working customers in FP and
FFP. One difference between the two is: passing customers
tend to be FFP, while home-sided customers tend to be FP.
8.2 Amount
FP bought at higher ticket than FFP.
ZFP FFPPurchase Amount
1.244870$4.0 57%
If we take $4.0 as a cutting line, there was 577 of FP
above this line, while about .48% of FFP were above this
line. Therefore, if the strategy of the store is the average
purchase amount, the FP should be their target.
8.3 Frequency




Here, again, FP seem to be a more favourable type of
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customers to the stores, but the difference is not so
significant. If the target of the store is the FFP, then the
rate of their repeated visit should be one target.
8.4 Reason
FP regarded closeness (44%) and passing (32%) as
major factors. FFP also listed closeness (34%) and
passing (27%). However, it should be note that, for FFP,
locational factors were not as important. Also, it is
expected that this factor is affected by the store location.
For instance, if the store is located at a place where there
is very few store nearby, the answers to goods not










As there were more male customers who were also FFP,
the store can tailor its strategy according to this trend,
e.g. put more fast-food mix suitable to the male customers.
8.6 Status
No significant trend, except that students were more
likely to be FFP. This is also determined by the store
location.
8.7 Compared with supermarket
8.7.1. No difference
2970 of FP and 2770 of FFP said no difference.
Factor FP FFP Z
no difference 2970 2770 0.31
8.7.2. Suuermarket's strength
FFP had a higher response rate in price than FFP. On
the other hand, both had quite a high-rate in variety.
FFP were less likely to answer price as the strength
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of supermarket because it was not really comparable with the
product of supermarket.
Factor FP FFP Z
Price 2670 1.3518 70
Variety 3570 0.1434%
8.7.3. Supermarket's weakness
FP tended to answer closeness and 24-hour opening
than FFP, while FFP tended to answer fast-food. To capture
the FP, location and time factore is significant. To capture
the FFP, fast-food is significant.
ZFFPFPFactor
2.12closeness 6 7015 70
1.72117017 7024-hr
4.073 370fast-food 9 70
8.8 Evaluation on Convenience Store
8.8.1. No opinion




8.8.2. Most satisfactory point
FFP tended to answer service and self-service, FP
tended to answer closeness.
Factor FP FFP Z
service 9'0 1770 1.61
self-service 1%e 1.3% 3.10
closeness 87.149 1.36





At this stage we should have some idea or the
Convenience Store business in Hong Kong:
1) The catchment area of a convenience store is usually
small. Although its exact size is determined by the
geographical location, number of competitors, status of
residents etc., the catchment area is unlikely to exceed,
say, 400m.
2) Concerning the customers profile, the following
findines are Quite interesting:
a) Small purchasing amount which would most likely fall
within the range $2.1-6.0.
b) Most of-the customers were neighborhood customers.
c) Most of the customers were regular customers.
d) The customers were predominantly young.
Moreover, customers were significantly different when
they were categorized by "Destination" and "Type of food"
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purchased". We were a little bit surprised, however, by the
finding that male and female customers were not
significantly different in their buying behaviour.
3) Concerning the comparative status of the store.
Customers could usually distinguish the different niches
that convenience stores and supermarkets occupied. However,
customers could not differentiate the store with convenience
stores of another chain.
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APPENDIX I: QUESTIONNAIRE
Good Sir/Miss/Madamn. Our store is conducting a marketing survey
so that we could improve our services to our customers. We would appreciate
your answering a few simple questions
(1) How much have you just purchased ?
(2) Are you living/working nearby?







(3) Please tell us the name of the
building/street where you
live/work




> 5 per week
not fixed
other








(6) Do you shop at the supermarket?
Yes No
a) What do you think is their
strong point over us?
(7) What do you think is the most
satisfactory point in shopping at
our store?
(8) What do you think is the most
unsatisfactory point in shopping
at our store?






(10) Which category is your age?
(show card)












APPENDIX II: CUSTOMER PROFILE
%










1DEST INATION To Look Around


















***TOTAL MAY NOT ADD UP TO 100 DUE TO ROUNDING***
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APPENDIX III :EVALUAT ION ON THE CONVENIENCE STORE
Most Most
Satisfactory Unsatisfactory
Point in Shopping Point in Shopping









No. of shops 0 1




36 0No satisfactory pt.
0 75No unsatisfactory pt,
Product 4 0
Other 2 2
APPENDIX IV: COMPARATIVE STRENGTH WITH SUPERMARKET
(92.5% shopped at supermarket, 7.5% didnot)









No. of shops 0 0








APPENDIX V :ANALYSIS BY DESTINATION
neigh- pass- neigh- pass-
bour ing bour inq
AMOUNT % REASONS %
$2.0 15 21 Closeness 46 18
$2.1-4.0 25 43 Passing 26 46
$4.1-6.0 24 14 Variety 1 7
$6. 1-10.0 16 16 Goods not available 4 7
$10.0 20 7 Fast food 4 2
Other 20 21
FREQUENCY
1st time 5 43 STATUS
1-2/week 21 16 Working 72 51
3-4/week 19 7 Student 23 30
4/week 29 5 Housewife 3 7
not fixed 23 25 Tourist 1 2
INCOME AGE
$2,000 508 9 4 7
14$2,001-4,000 23 41-50 13 9
26 25 31-40$4,001-6,000 14 11
22 32 21-30$6,001-8,000 36 36
$8,000 29 11 10-20 33 36
SEX TIME
Male 63 82 7am-11 am 22 9
Female 37 18 11am-3pm 29 21
3pm-7pm 24 50





***TOTAL MAY NOT ADD UP TO 100 DUE TO ROUNDING***
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***TOTAL MAY NOT ADD UP TO 100 DUE TO ROUNDING***
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APPENDIX VI: ANALYSIS BY TYPE
Food Fast-Food Fast


































***TOTAL MAY NOT ADD UP TO 100 DUE TO ROUNDING***
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APPENDIX VII: ANALYSIS BY SEX
Male Female Male Female
% %
AMOUNT FREQUENCY
$2.0 16 17 1st time 14 14
27 33 1-2/week$2.1-4.0 19 23
$4.1-6.0 23 20 3-4/week 18 14
4/week15 17$6.1-10.0 23 24
$10.0 19 14 not fixed 23 26
DEST INATION REASONS
To work 40 38 Closeness 40 38
To school 11 18 Passing 25 42
To home 21 32 Variety 4 0
Passers-by 26 12 Goods not available 6 2
Fast food 5 18
AGE Other 21 18
50 4 8
41-50 14 11 STATUS
31-40 14 12 Working 74 62
21-30 3834 Student 26 23
10-20 Housewife 1234 32 0
Tourist 0 3
INCOME Other 1 0
$2,000 11 3
17 12 TIME$2,001-4,000
18 2126 26 lam-11 am$4,001-6,000
302611am-3pm23 29$6,001-8,000







***TOTAL MAY NOT ADD UP TO 100 DUE TO ROUNDING***
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